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Contract signed for
degree audit system

CulinaryCreations

by Matt Rist
Senior Staff Writer

Jordan Emont | Hatchet photographer

Eckles Library Manager John Danneker prepares to dig into the culinary creations that students made in the Iron
Chef competition on the Vern Wednesday night.

The University has signed a
contract to implement a degree audit system, which will automatically review students’ records and determine whether they are making
sufficient progress toward graduating. Plans are also underway to create an Associate Registrar position
to handle the new program.
University Registrar Elizabeth
Amundson said Tuesday that the
University signed a contract with
a vendor to purchase and maintain the DegreeWorks system, a
software program that will allow
students to track progress toward
their major in real-time. The audit
system is expected to improve advising, freeing advisers to spend
more time giving students guidance rather than focusing on making sure they graduate.
Amundson said the initial cost
of the servers and software is approximately $88,000, with an estimated annual maintenance cost of
just over $10,000 plus additional

cost created by staff to support the
program.
“We do anticipate hiring an
Associate Registrar for Degree Audit,” Amundson said in an e-mail.
“The position should be posted
soon – and will be advertised with
a salary range of $56,000-$75,000
annually.”
For Columbian College of Arts
and Sciences Associate Dean Paul
Duff, the contract is a step in the
right direction for the University,
and will lead to major changes in
academic advising – especially
within the Columbian College, a
school often disparaged for having
poor advising.
“Within the CCAS, the degree
audit system should facilitate advising,” Duff said in an e-mail.
“With an automated degree audit
system, students will be able to
check on their academic progress
at any time. This will allow students and advisors to concentrate
on more substantive academic issues.”

See DEGREE: Page 8

University New bag fee prompts mixed reactions
pass on
delays GCR Customers
paper, plastic bags
with 5-cent tax
changes
by PRIYA ANAND
Hatchet Reporter

by Samantha stone
Hatchet Reporter

The reduction in Columbian College of
Arts and Sciences' general curriculum requirements scheduled to affect the class of
2014 has been delayed a year, the University’s
chief academic officer said.
Executive Vice President of Academic
Affairs Donald Lehman said the task force
commissioned to reduce the number of general curriculum requirements is not ready to
release their findings and with class registration scheduled for April, the changes may not
be implemented in time.
Faculty in the Columbian College voted
last April to reduce requirements by nearly
half the number of credit hours students need
to take to graduate, from at least 42 credit
hours in seven academic topics to 24 credits.
The reason for the revamp was to give
students more freedom in registering for
courses reflective of their interests, while still
ensuring they receive a strong, wide-ranging
education. At the time, it was announced the
developments would affect all Columbian
College students entering after the class of
2013.
A GCR task force was created to revise
the current system and generate a proposal

What costs 5 cents but is still a
tough sell?
In the District, plastic and paper
bags.
Students and D.C. residents
alike had mixed reactions to the
new 5-cent fee on disposable bags,
which began Jan. 1. Local storeowners have reported customers are refusing to take carryout bags in lieu
of spending a nickel.
“Eight out of 10 people aren’t
taking a bag now when they would
before,” said Joe Audi, the manager
of GW Deli.
Two signs, one by the door and
the other at the register, reminded
customers at the popular on-campus deli that the fee is D.C. law.
According to the legislation
signed into law by Mayor Adrian
Fenty in July 2009, a tax of 5 cents is
levied on any customer requesting a
disposable bag at District establishments selling food or alcohol.
For every nickel paid, 4 cents
goes toward the Anacostia River
Cleanup and Protection Fund. Retailers keep the remaining penny.

See GCR: Page 5

chris gregory | assistant photo editor

A 5-cent fee has been levied on plastic and paper bags in D.C., effective Jan.
1. Local storeowners reported fewer customers are using bags to carry their
purchases. SEE VIDEO ONLINE AT GWHATCHET.COM
Despite the fee, some students
support the charge, calling it a logical and effective way to raise money
for an important cause.
“[The fee] going toward the river cleanup is a great idea - putting it
toward something tangible people
can see,” said Tyler Kaczmarek, a
freshman. He said he would support a larger fee for disposable bags
and suggested people use cloth bags
instead.
Shoppers who bring their own
bags do not have to pay the fee,

making reusable bags a more common sight at grocery stores and even
local CVS Pharmacy stores.
CVS Director of Public Relations
Mike DeAngelis declined to comment on customers' reactions to the
change, but said that the company
changed its cashier system to give
buyers a chance to ask for a plastic
bag during the sale, rather than after
the fact.
“Our goal was to make this an
easy process for our customers, so
we updated our point-of-sale sys-

tem to give our employees the ability to add the bag fee to a transaction
when appropriate so that customers
are not required to take any additional steps when making a purchase,” he said in an e-mail. The
company also donated 12,000 reusable bags to the District’s Department of Environment. They were
dispersed at community events last
month.
Cashiers at CVS declined to
comment on the fee.
Charles Allen, chief of staff for
D.C. Councilmember Tommy Wells,
D-Ward 6, called the drastic reduction in customers requesting bags
for their purchases so far wonderful
news. Wells introduced the bill for
the fee that became law.
“The goal isn’t to generate money, the goal is to decrease the number of bags,” Allen said.
Allen said the District wants
the fund to be at zero eventually,
meaning fewer bags are in the Anacostia River. He said by mid-February there may be a dollar figure
for the fund which will go toward
cleaning the polluted Anacostia.
Wells’ office got information
from a Harris Teeter grocery store
Jan. 4 that said during the first
weekend in January, roughly half of
customers brought reusable bags to
its stores.
Allen acknowledged there was
still some confusion about the fee,

See BAG FEE: Page 5

Weekend
warriors
M. basketball falls late in Philly
post activities online
by Dan Greene
Sports Editor

PHILADELPHIA—In a game
not short on opportunities to
take control, GW was poised
for the final and decisive blow.
Thanks to a drive and score
by sophomore Aaron Ware
and a smothering defense that
prevented La Salle from even
attempting an inbound pass
within the allotted five seconds,
the Colonials had possession of
the ball under their own basket
down one point with 8.4 seconds left Wednesday night.
The ensuing play, head
coach Karl Hobbs said after the
game, was designed to have
freshman Bryan Bynes come
free of his defender off of a
screen and, no matter what, result in GW attacking the basket.
Neither happened. Instead,
after Ware inbounded the ball to
redshirt junior Travis King, the
guard dribbled at the perimeter
as teammates scrambled about

Women's
basketball
continues
struggle
Squad loses
third straight
game at Rhode
Island, 59-51.
• Page 10

SPORTS

La Salle 65
GW 64

before launching a deep threepoint shot. The ball clanked off
of the rim and into the left hand
of senior Damian Hollis, who
redirected it toward the basket.
But as the clock expired, the
ball fell well short of the net and
the Colonials, too, fell short in
their quest for a second conference road win, losing to La Salle
65-64.
“It’s the most frustrating
loss of the year,” Hobbs said.
That frustration, Hobbs
said, did not stem from GW’s
(11-5, 1-2 Atlantic 10) singular
failure in that instance but in his
team’s collective inability to so
over the course of the game.
“Every opportunity we had
to gain control of the game, there
was a breakdown somewhere

See BBALL: Page 10

by Matt rist
Senior Staff Writer

Viktors dindzans | photo editor

Aaron Ware scores in the final seconds of GW's loss
Wednesday. His score made it a one-point game, but
GW missed a potential game-winning shot.
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Fixing 4-Ride's flaws
Columnist Bradley Dlatt offers ways to improve the 4-RIDE
service. • Page 4

ARTS

Student artists see red
Exhibit in Smith Hall focuses on the color red in all its
forms. • Page 7

Study: exercise
regimens are harder
to keep for obese
Professor's study
cites 'issues with
being comfortable'
at the gym.
• Page 6

With glorified stories of
binge drinking, drug use, sex,
and countless other compromising situations, students are posting their uncensored – but anonymous – dirty laundry on social
media sites for the world to see.
Two Facebook groups –
“Texts From Last Night – GWU
Edition” and “Overheard at
GW” – have drawn more than
4,000 followers on Facebook and
another Web site, gwfml.com,
is also allowing users to submit
embarrassing stories, quotes and
text messages.
The “Texts From Last Night –
GWU Edition” group was created by four sophomores and has
drawn 2,340 followers, many of
whom are current students.
“Everyone gets those texts,”
the group's info page stated.
“Stories of awkward hookups,
or something just plain fucking

NEWS

ridiculous, so it’s time to bring a
group just for GWU students.”
Modeled after the wildly
popular Web site, textsfromlastnight.com, the group allows
Facebook users to post embarrassing or compromising text
conversations in their entirety,
with little filtering from the
group’s administrators.
“We created this group because a lot of people have funny
texts and it’s annoying when
you hope your text message gets
posted to 'texts from last night'
and it doesn’t,” said sophomore
Hannah Libby, who co-founded
the group with three others.
“That’s the reason why we have
made it so accessible for GW students to post.”
Neither “Overheard at GW”
nor “Texts From Last Night
– GWU Edition” are private
groups; "Overheard at GW" is
open to any person in the GW

See WEB SITES: Page 8
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New FAFSA simplifies financial aid process
With new form, Department of Education hopes
more needy students will apply for aid. • Page 6

Piece of metal found in Pita Pit sandwich
Student finds knife shard in pita from on-campus
eatery, receives free pitas as compensation. • Page 3
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The University has signed a
contract to implement a degree audit system, which will automatically review students’ records and determine whether they are making
sufficient progress toward graduating. Plans are also underway to create an Associate Registrar position
to handle the new program.
University Registrar Elizabeth
Amundson said Tuesday that the
University signed a contract with
a vendor to purchase and maintain the DegreeWorks system, a
software program that will allow
students to track progress toward
their major in real-time. The audit
system is expected to improve advising, freeing advisers to spend
more time giving students guidance rather than focusing on making sure they graduate.
Amundson said the initial cost
of the servers and software is approximately $88,000, with an estimated annual maintenance cost of
just over $10,000 plus additional

cost created by staff to support the
program.
“We do anticipate hiring an
Associate Registrar for Degree Audit,” Amundson said in an e-mail.
“The position should be posted
soon – and will be advertised with
a salary range of $56,000-$75,000
annually.”
For Columbian College of Arts
and Sciences Associate Dean Paul
Duff, the contract is a step in the
right direction for the University,
and will lead to major changes in
academic advising – especially
within the Columbian College, a
school often disparaged for having
poor advising.
“Within the CCAS, the degree
audit system should facilitate advising,” Duff said in an e-mail.
“With an automated degree audit
system, students will be able to
check on their academic progress
at any time. This will allow students and advisors to concentrate
on more substantive academic issues.”
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University New bag fee prompts mixed reactions
pass on
delays GCR Customers
paper, plastic bags
with 5-cent tax
changes
by PRIYA ANAND
Hatchet Reporter

by Samantha stone
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The reduction in Columbian College of
Arts and Sciences' general curriculum requirements scheduled to affect the class of
2014 has been delayed a year, the University’s
chief academic officer said.
Executive Vice President of Academic
Affairs Donald Lehman said the task force
commissioned to reduce the number of general curriculum requirements is not ready to
release their findings and with class registration scheduled for April, the changes may not
be implemented in time.
Faculty in the Columbian College voted
last April to reduce requirements by nearly
half the number of credit hours students need
to take to graduate, from at least 42 credit
hours in seven academic topics to 24 credits.
The reason for the revamp was to give
students more freedom in registering for
courses reflective of their interests, while still
ensuring they receive a strong, wide-ranging
education. At the time, it was announced the
developments would affect all Columbian
College students entering after the class of
2013.
A GCR task force was created to revise
the current system and generate a proposal

What costs 5 cents but is still a
tough sell?
In the District, plastic and paper
bags.
Students and D.C. residents
alike had mixed reactions to the
new 5-cent fee on disposable bags,
which began Jan. 1. Local storeowners have reported customers are refusing to take carryout bags in lieu
of spending a nickel.
“Eight out of 10 people aren’t
taking a bag now when they would
before,” said Joe Audi, the manager
of GW Deli.
Two signs, one by the door and
the other at the register, reminded
customers at the popular on-campus deli that the fee is D.C. law.
According to the legislation
signed into law by Mayor Adrian
Fenty in July 2009, a tax of 5 cents is
levied on any customer requesting a
disposable bag at District establishments selling food or alcohol.
For every nickel paid, 4 cents
goes toward the Anacostia River
Cleanup and Protection Fund. Retailers keep the remaining penny.
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A 5-cent fee has been levied on plastic and paper bags in D.C., effective Jan.
1. Local storeowners reported fewer customers are using bags to carry their
purchases. SEE VIDEO ONLINE AT GWHATCHET.COM
Despite the fee, some students
support the charge, calling it a logical and effective way to raise money
for an important cause.
“[The fee] going toward the river cleanup is a great idea - putting it
toward something tangible people
can see,” said Tyler Kaczmarek, a
freshman. He said he would support a larger fee for disposable bags
and suggested people use cloth bags
instead.
Shoppers who bring their own
bags do not have to pay the fee,

making reusable bags a more common sight at grocery stores and even
local CVS Pharmacy stores.
CVS Director of Public Relations
Mike DeAngelis declined to comment on customers' reactions to the
change, but said that the company
changed its cashier system to give
buyers a chance to ask for a plastic
bag during the sale, rather than after
the fact.
“Our goal was to make this an
easy process for our customers, so
we updated our point-of-sale sys-

tem to give our employees the ability to add the bag fee to a transaction
when appropriate so that customers
are not required to take any additional steps when making a purchase,” he said in an e-mail. The
company also donated 12,000 reusable bags to the District’s Department of Environment. They were
dispersed at community events last
month.
Cashiers at CVS declined to
comment on the fee.
Charles Allen, chief of staff for
D.C. Councilmember Tommy Wells,
D-Ward 6, called the drastic reduction in customers requesting bags
for their purchases so far wonderful
news. Wells introduced the bill for
the fee that became law.
“The goal isn’t to generate money, the goal is to decrease the number of bags,” Allen said.
Allen said the District wants
the fund to be at zero eventually,
meaning fewer bags are in the Anacostia River. He said by mid-February there may be a dollar figure
for the fund which will go toward
cleaning the polluted Anacostia.
Wells’ office got information
from a Harris Teeter grocery store
Jan. 4 that said during the first
weekend in January, roughly half of
customers brought reusable bags to
its stores.
Allen acknowledged there was
still some confusion about the fee,
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M. basketball falls late in Philly
post activities online
by Dan Greene
Sports Editor

PHILADELPHIA—In a game
not short on opportunities to
take control, GW was poised
for the final and decisive blow.
Thanks to a drive and score
by sophomore Aaron Ware
and a smothering defense that
prevented La Salle from even
attempting an inbound pass
within the allotted five seconds,
the Colonials had possession of
the ball under their own basket
down one point with 8.4 seconds left Wednesday night.
The ensuing play, head
coach Karl Hobbs said after the
game, was designed to have
freshman Bryan Bynes come
free of his defender off of a
screen and, no matter what, result in GW attacking the basket.
Neither happened. Instead,
after Ware inbounded the ball to
redshirt junior Travis King, the
guard dribbled at the perimeter
as teammates scrambled about
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before launching a deep threepoint shot. The ball clanked off
of the rim and into the left hand
of senior Damian Hollis, who
redirected it toward the basket.
But as the clock expired, the
ball fell well short of the net and
the Colonials, too, fell short in
their quest for a second conference road win, losing to La Salle
65-64.
“It’s the most frustrating
loss of the year,” Hobbs said.
That frustration, Hobbs
said, did not stem from GW’s
(11-5, 1-2 Atlantic 10) singular
failure in that instance but in his
team’s collective inability to so
over the course of the game.
“Every opportunity we had
to gain control of the game, there
was a breakdown somewhere
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Aaron Ware scores in the final seconds of GW's loss
Wednesday. His score made it a one-point game, but
GW missed a potential game-winning shot.
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With glorified stories of
binge drinking, drug use, sex,
and countless other compromising situations, students are posting their uncensored – but anonymous – dirty laundry on social
media sites for the world to see.
Two Facebook groups –
“Texts From Last Night – GWU
Edition” and “Overheard at
GW” – have drawn more than
4,000 followers on Facebook and
another Web site, gwfml.com,
is also allowing users to submit
embarrassing stories, quotes and
text messages.
The “Texts From Last Night –
GWU Edition” group was created by four sophomores and has
drawn 2,340 followers, many of
whom are current students.
“Everyone gets those texts,”
the group's info page stated.
“Stories of awkward hookups,
or something just plain fucking
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ridiculous, so it’s time to bring a
group just for GWU students.”
Modeled after the wildly
popular Web site, textsfromlastnight.com, the group allows
Facebook users to post embarrassing or compromising text
conversations in their entirety,
with little filtering from the
group’s administrators.
“We created this group because a lot of people have funny
texts and it’s annoying when
you hope your text message gets
posted to 'texts from last night'
and it doesn’t,” said sophomore
Hannah Libby, who co-founded
the group with three others.
“That’s the reason why we have
made it so accessible for GW students to post.”
Neither “Overheard at GW”
nor “Texts From Last Night
– GWU Edition” are private
groups; "Overheard at GW" is
open to any person in the GW
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In Brief
Meghan McCain will
speak at GW in February

Meghan McCain, daughter of the
former Republican presidential candidate, Sen. John McCain, will be the
keynote speaker of Allied in Pride’s
“Marriage Equality Week.”
At an event called “Redefining
Republican: No Labels, No Boxes, No
Stereotypes” on Feb. 9, McCain is expected to speak about the future of the
Republican party. A columnist for The
Daily Beast and author of a forthcoming book, she has written publicly in
support of gay marriage.
“She’s a different type of Republican,” said Michael Komo, president of
Allied in Pride. “We thought her input
would be helpful on the subject of marriage and the future of the GOP.”
Megan Simpson, a member of the
Graduate School of Public Management Student Association, a cosponsor
of the event, said she was looking forward to hearing McCain’s speech.
“[McCain] shows our generation
that party choice needn’t hinder our
ability to stay true to the values we
each possess,” Simpson said.
Program Board is also cosponsoring the event, along with cosponsorships from the Student Association,
College Republicans and law fraternity
Phi Alpha Delta.
“She has invaluable input because
of her experience in the McCain family,” Komo said. “She’s been privy
to information and experiences that
would be very insightful [for the GW
community].”
Two hundred tickets to the event,
which will be held in the Jack Morton Auditorium, will be available to
students on a first-come, first-served
basis. Komo said Allied in Pride did
not yet know how students would go
about requesting tickets.

francis rivera | hatchet photographer

Juniors Dana Berman, left, and Alex Murrin, two members of student organization Stitch ‘n Bitch, knitted Wednesday night in the Marvin Center.
Stitch ‘n Bitch members knit and chat weekly on the Marvin Center’s fifth floor.
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In “Hitting the road: Expats head
abroad” (Jan. 11, p. 7), The Hatchet
erroneously reported that Jenny Avallon’s program satisfies the Office of
Study Abroad’s requirements. The
program does not meet the requirements.

Impact Day

“Treason” on Trial
Listen to professor Shawn
McHale discuss political
dissidents and Vietnam.

Learn about responsible
alcohol management with
CADE.

Watch five GW-affiliated
dance teams - including
Capital Funk - compete at
this free dance off.

Grab an awareness ribbon
from Relay For Life and
learn more about cancer
at GW.

Elliot School room 505 |
12:30 to 1:45 p.m.

Marvin Center room 405 |
7:30 to 8:30 p.m.

Lisner Auditorium | 7 p.m.

Campus-wide |
10 a.m to 5p.m.

- Madeleine Morgenstern

Correction

Friday

RAM Training

Multimedia
video

REPRESENT!

H All this and more... Now at gwhatchet.com

New Year’s resolutions
A look at what GW students pledge to
change in their lives in 2010.

WEB EXTRa

Developers consider options for library
Two teams remain in quest to redevelop
West End Library.

WEB EXTRA

Congress passes D.C. budget
Measure gives more freedom to
District’s city council.
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Many professors miss grade deadline
Marks still
unavailable four
weeks after term
by Gabi Marush
Hatchet Reporter
Grades from more than 400
classes have not been posted
to the University’s Banner online information system by the
classes’ respective professors,
leaving students without final
grades nearly one month after
finals ended.
University Registrar Elizabeth Amundson said professors
have five days after the end of
finals to submit grades to GWeb
before they are not in compliance with the faculty code – a
code mandated, but not enforced by the Faculty Senate.
For the fall 2009 semester,
the deadline to submit grades
was extended from Dec. 21 to
Dec. 30 because of the massive

anne wernikoff | Assistant Photo Editor

Student Association President Julie Bindelglass, far above, said the
SA is set to shift its focus to tackling bigger issues this semester.

SA to shift focus
to larger problems
by Madeleine Morgenstern	
Senior Staff Writer
Halfway through her term
as Student Association president, Julie Bindelglass said she
is proud of what the SA has
accomplished so far this year
and hopes to make progress on
the two issues that consistently
draw complaints from students:
dining and advising.
“We’ve been focused mostly on small, tangible goals and
we’ve achieved a lot of them,”
Bindelglass said, pointing to
extended hours in the Marvin
Center last semester and receiving University funding for
a public service grant commission.
For her remaining time
in office, Bindelglass said she
plans to shift that focus to directing the SA’s resources to
larger problems.
Kim Neu’s resignation as
dining services commission
chair last month leaves Bindelglass without a go-to person
to help implement her dining
goals. Specifically, Bindelglass is
considering a possible Sunday
brunch at J Street and extending
weekend hours there. Reducing
Sodexo catering costs for student organizations also remains
a priority, she said.
Complaints about J Street
have abounded since it opened.
“We’ll never have a perfect
dining system,” Bindelglass
said. “The best we can do is
make large improvements.”
Bindelglass acknowledged
the SA had a somewhat “internal focus” fall semester, but said
she hopes to minimize that this
semester.
December’s failed SA constitution overhaul was criticized for being too internal and
not relevant to the student body.
The constitution task force included representatives from all
three branches of the SA.
In terms of advising, Bindelglass said the most the SA can
do is be “a constant reminder
and megaphone to the administration that the problems with
advising exist.”
“Unless significant progress

is made, there will be a level of
student dissatisfaction,” Bindelglass said.
Part of the SA’s answer has
been CourseRank, a Web site
that debuted last semester to
positive reviews and helped
students assemble their class
schedules for this semester.
But both Bindelglass and
Executive Vice President Jason
Lifton said the University’s “red
tape” hinders much of what the
SA wants to do.
“We get pushed back on issues you’d never expect,” Bindelglass said.
Lifton said the relationships
the SA has been building with
University administrators will
serve it well for the projects it
hopes to tackle in the coming
months.
In particular, Lifton wants
to work on lowering Academic
Technology fees for renting
equipment and gather momentum for substantial improvements to Gelman.
“The speed at which things
move at GW is incredibly slow,
and there’s only so much we can
do until everybody’s on board,”
Lifton said.
While the since-failed constitution referendum comprised
most of the senate’s headlines
last semester, tangible achievements for the student body
have been limited. Notable
exceptions are the increase in
shuttles to the Virginia campus,
spearheaded by Sen. Schwetha
Shekar, CCAS-G, and legislation passed in December that
was a step toward standardizing credit hours for Reserve
Officers’ Training Corps classes,
which students take at other
D.C. universities.
One area in the SA that
has seen subtle improvement
is communication. Bindelglass
vowed to make communication
a priority during her campaign,
but faltered during the first couple months of the school year.
The body's Twitter page
has since been maintained fairly
steadily, although the “Our GW
SA” Web site, one of three in the
SA’s “resource network,” still has
not been updated since July. u

Student finds
knife blade in pita
Male customer
receives 50 free
pitas for mishap
by amanda d'ambra
Hatchet Reporter

A male student found a
small piece of metal in his order at Pita Pit the week before
winter break, the store’s owner
confirmed this week.
Store owner Daniel Corno
confirmed that a student called
“at 2 a.m.” to report the piece of
metal, which turned out to be
a shard from a knife. The student – who declined to speak
to The Hatchet – was given 50
free pitas for the potential harm
that could have come from the
incident, Corno said.
The following day, Corno
said, he took the student to
Pita Pit’s kitchen and found
that one of the “choppers” – a
knife with an upward curved
blade used to dice vegetables -
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was the source of the metal.
According to the chain’s
corporate offices, each Pita
Pit franchise is independently
owned and operated. Pita Pit’s
corporate office directed all
questions to Corno.
Corno said the piece of
metal came from the chopper’s blade when one of the
plastic rings preventing metalon-metal contact moved down
the shaft of the knife, shifting
the way the plastic was positioned between the blades. As
a result, a piece of the blade
broke off into the student’s
pita.
“We’re just lucky that the
student wasn’t injured at all,”
Corno said.
Corno said he has removed
the damaged equipment and
plans to replace it with a new,
safe chopper.
“I have run this Pita Pit
for six years, and I have never seen an incident like this,”
Corno said. “Obviously this
doesn’t happen every day. Of
course this is not a reoccurring
thing.” u

snowstorm that dumped nearly
18 inches of snow on D.C. Nevertheless, Amundson said, not
all grades were in before the
deadline.
“As of January 7th, there
are 415 main campus courses
for which grades have not been
submitted for one or more students - out of a total of 3828
course sections,” Amundson
said in an e-mail.
Professors are able to submit their class grades directly
through GWeb, Amundson
said. They can also give the Office of the Registrar grades on
paper grade sheets, if they are
unable to submit online.
“Fortunately, very few faculty members require that option,” Amundson said.
The office has not kept the
records of how many professors have submitted grades late
in previous years, but Amundson said instances of noncompliance have declined since the
use of GWeb began.
The Faculty Senate does not
have the authority to discipline

specific faculty members, Chair
of the Committee on Education
Policy Diana Johnson Rather
said. Instead, the deans of each
school handle punishments.
Johnson said, however, that she
cannot recall an instance where
a professor was cited for late
grades.
Interim Senior Associate
Dean of the School of Business
Pradeep Rau said the School of
Business usually relies on the
faculty to monitor themselves.
“We make multiple announcements to our faculty that
they should have their grades
in. I’m not going to suggest that
it happens all the time,” Rau
said. “The only recourse we
have is to plead with the individual faculty member to speed
up the process.”
Rau added that professors
are conscious of and sensitive to
the fact that students need their
grades in a timely manner.
In an e-mail sent to students
of professor Kim Moreland’s
Contemporary American Literature class, Chair of the English

Department Gayle Wald said
grades from the class were, as of
Jan. 6, not posted.
"The English Department is
taking actions to try to get you
your grades as soon as possible.
I apologize for the delay and
for the inconvenience to you,”
Wald wrote.
When contacted, Wald declined to comment on Moreland’s case.
Student opinion was mixed
on professors missing the deadline; some thought it was hypocritical.
“It is strange that teachers miss deadlines for grades
by several weeks sometimes,
when students are penalized
for assignments being turned
in even a minute after the deadline,” junior Brett Gall said.
Other students said they
would not be worried if professors were late posting grades.
Sophomore Matt Pergamo
said, “I know the grades are going to be posted eventually, so if
it’s not right away I don’t really
mind. u
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Staff Editorial
Some rare advice
If GW was a student, fixing the
CCAS advising system would be a
major assignment long past deadline.
For years, advising has been a serious
deficiency for the school, and something that has had little to no recent
progress. Now, the University is rolling out a degree auditing system to
help students track their credits for a
given degree. This system is too little
and too late, but is being presented as
a major step toward a final solution
to the advising system, a claim that
neither parents nor students should
allow to go unchallenged.
Perhaps the worst aspect of this
development is the presentation of a
degree audit system as a solution to
CCAS advising problems. Columbian
College of Arts and Sciences Associate
Dean Paul Duff claims that the degree
audit system will lead to major changes in the advising system. Any student
who has had to deal with this advising
system knows this to be a falsehood.
The problems with advising run far
deeper than simply tracking academic
progress toward a degree, which is
all that a degree auditing system accomplishes. After years of working on
this system, it is misleading to call this
minor step a major change or even assume that the system will be a catalyst
for further changes.

Lyndsey Wajert
Contributing Editor
lwajert@gwhatchet.com

Fixing 4-RIDE's flaws

O

f the many common ex- near campus alone late at night.
periences that bind us The magazine praised the work
together as a GW com- of University Police Chief Domunity – moments like wak- lores Stafford: “This escort sering up way too early to regis- vice has grown to an $800,000
ter for classes or attempting to program with 19 vans, two
spend the required amount of buses and 25 full-time employmoney at J Street – there
is one that casts its shadow over Foggy Bottom
Bradley Dlatt
during these frigid winter months: “You have
Columnist
reached the UPD 4-RIDE
line, please hold on and an
operator will answer your
call in the order in which
it was received...” Every GW ees.” 4-RIDE’s apparent success
student has heard this message was one of the major factors in
at some point in his or her col- Stafford being awarded Camlege career. Usually, it is being pus Safety Director of the Year
repeated numerous times while by the magazine in 2007.
he or she is stuck on hold.
Even with that kind of fleet,
The George Washington it’s important to make sure the
University
Escort
Service, program is being used to its fullknown to most students as est and most efficient extent. As
4-RIDE, is a program that has most students know, the service
been praised by campus safety is almost never readily availevaluators across the nation. able. Students are stuck on hold
But 4-RIDE’s many shortcom- for long periods of time during
ings remain an area of deep peak hours while an operafrustration for GW students.
tor attempts to coordinate the
According to an article in available vans and the volume
Campus Safety Magazine, the of phone calls. This is a very seservice began in 1994 with the rious probpurchase of one van that transported students who did not
feel safe walking on or

lem that has been known to students for quite some time, and
yet continues to go unchanged.
These long waits – I have seen
people wait almost an hour to
get a van – do a tremendous
disservice to the purpose of the
program and present an
issue which must be discussed in the upcoming
Student Association spring
elections.
The solutions to providing a more efficient
and useful University
service lie in the hands of
both the administration and
students. The initial answer is
that UPD must work to expand
the number of operators and
drivers on a given night based
on expected weather conditions, something which is no
different than any other field
of public-style transportation.
On nights when the weather is
going to be notably harsh, UPD
should prepare by making sure
all vans are available, and be
ready to expand service should
the weather worsen. This will
alleviate stress on drivers and
allow more students to effectively utilize the service.

It is unacceptable to have
a problem persist as long
as advising has.
Any attempt to create an effective
advising system needs to acknowledge that advising is more than simply tracking academic progress. First
and foremost, this system doesn’t
fulfill the mentorship role the current advising system lacks. A degree
audit system will not be able to ask
the questions for which an advisor
is responsible; it will help students
track what classes they need, but not
process why they have chosen the
major that requires them. An effective
advising system would help students
find a schedule that is challenging but
manageable. This system does not
provide any insight into the commitment required by different courses,
and cannot help students develop a
balanced course load.
If GW is going to get serious about
solving the advising problems, the
motivation will have come from both
students and, dare we say, parents.
It is unacceptable to have a problem
persist as long as advising has, and
yet there has been no sustained pressure from students and parents to
solve the issue. Parents send students
off to college with the belief that a
university’s advising system will
pick up where they left off in guiding their student toward a successful
future. GW students – particularly in
CCAS – currently lack this kind of
guidance, and will continue to face
this deficiency until sufficient noise
is made.
In terms of student advocacy, the
Student Association has not been a
vocal advocate of the needed change.
They claim lobbying efforts, and deserve credit for the degree audit system, but no representative has publicly characterized both the current
system and lack of progress as a major
failure. They have failed in effectively
voicing the dissatisfaction students
have with advising, and they share in
responsibility for the lingering deficiencies of the system.
Calling the degree audit system a
major step forward is like a student finally drafting a paper a month after it’s
due. At this point, GW has more than
failed the assignment. So here is some
good advice on a campus where it is
hard to find: keep voicing your dissatisfaction with the advising system.

Quotable

"I thought of using my belt as a

weapon if terrorists decided to attack my flight. I still believe the passengers of the airlines are the best
defense. We all must be prepared

College applications in a post-race world
Admissions process will soon need to address class concerns

I

n a recent editorial for The
Boston Globe, columnist
Neal Gabler railed against
what he referred to as “the college admissions scam” and a
perceived bias in admission
board selection against, well,
everyone. Gabler made it
seem as though anyone
who is not a privileged
white high school student
has no chance of getting
into an Ivy League or comparable university.
Such a view, while somewhat facile, is not without merit. College campuses as a whole
are not the most racially diverse
places, a trend that highlights a
similar disparity among socioeconomic classes. Ethnic and
racial biases seem to exist in the
admissions process, compounded by the economic advantages
that often break down on racial
lines. GW’s racial breakdown
is not reflective of the United
States at large. College Board
statistics show the University
is a majority-white school, and
only around 6 percent of its
students are black. Conversely,
the United States as a country
is around 12 percent black, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. Hispanic students make
up around 8 percent of the GW
student body, but account for
more than 15 percent of the U.S.
population.
Racial identity has been

changing dramatically in the
last few years, perhaps punctuated by the election of a mixedrace president of the United
States. The concept of “whiteness” in this country has become
more complicated, especially

student body.
Racism still exists in this
country in a real way – though
it doesn’t have to exist in the
college process – but what underlines admissions perhaps
even stronger than race is class.
From the SAT and its purported biases against the
economically
disadvanEvan Schwartz
taged, to the preference
given to children of alumColumnist
ni, to the application cost
itself, college is still geared
given the influx of Hispanic toward the rich. According to a
immigrants and the decreasing recent Washington Post article,
stigma attached to mixed-race applicants asking for financial
couples. Over a third of the U.S. aid put themselves at a disadpopulation is now composed of vantage compared to students
minority groups, and the Cen- able to pay full tuition. Admissus Bureau predicts that white sions officers even claim they
people will have a far less pro- can guess the likelihood of an
nounced majority in the next applicant being able to pay full
several decades.
tuition just from checking the
If this University wants its applicant’s home zip code.
student body to reflect the diIn the past, schools have
versity of the nation, then ob- instituted policies of affirmaviously those numbers must tive action to combat racial dischange.
crepancies in admissions. But
But such metrics of racial in recent years, affirmative acand ethnic identification may tion has become a controversial
be outdated within the next policy – one that uses a “justifidecade. In the future, the new able” inequality to solve a difissue of “race” will invariably ferent inequality. Race will no
become class-based, if it hasn't longer be the issue in coming
already. A diverse GW at the be- years. Colleges need to institute
ginning of next decade should an even wider, “need-blind”
not only strive to account for policy: no names, no zip codes,
different ethnic groups, but and no hint of economic status
also for a more representative when it comes down to evaluincome breakdown among its ating an applicant. In short,
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Racism still exists in this
country in a real way –
though it doesn’t have
to exist in the college
process – but what
underlines admissions
perhaps even stronger
than race is class.
the future, but the divide between poor and rich continues
to grow. Raw statistics can illuminate a problem when it comes
to racial representation, but GW
must become more accessible to
all people, especially those who
would not normally be able to
afford a private education.
–The writer, a junior majoring in
journalism and mass communication, is a Hatchet columnist.
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students should be judged on
merit alone, without any other
factors that could lead to bias.
In a sense, diversity must diversify. Our country has a constantly changing racial identity,
but we are still plagued by class
issues. The lines between white,
black and Latino will blur in

Have an opinion about one of our columns?

- Freshman Varun Tyagi, on returning to
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Moreover, to decrease the
amount of time students must
wait on the phone, as well as
lower the potential for mistakes
made by the phone operator,
UPD should consider putting
more operators on call and,
if necessary, adding a second
phone number for students to
call. Having multiple operators
working regularly will better
coordinate vans, making the
service even more efficient on
the whole. This will also ensure
that students can trust their
calls will be answered more
rapidly.
Although the 4-RIDE system
may be viewed by some as just
a luxury, there are many more
who legitimately need a faster,
safer and more efficient form
of transportation during nighttime hours. As GW continues to
grow and expand as a University, it is necessary for 4-RIDE
to mirror this growth and expand. Otherwise, the program
will continue to be viewed by
students as an inefficient form
of getting around campus. We
have all heard that lovely baritone voice that comes along
with our calls to 4-RIDE, but
let’s hope we can hear less of it
in the future and have a saferide service students can actually trust and utilize to its full
potential.
–The writer, a sophomore majoring in political science, is a
Hatchet columnist.

Illustration by Devereaux Sterrette
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Growth was theme of decade for GW, administrators say
Univ. population,
endowment
show improvement
by Emily Cahn	
Campus News Editor
Growth.
That’s what GW administrators say was the theme of the
past decade.
For GW, the first 10 years of
the new millennium were not
the "aughts" or the "naughts"
– popular names for the first
decade of the new millennium.
Instead, these 10 years were arguably the best in the University’s nearly 200-year history.
The University improved in
three major markers of success
for a university: its endowment
broke $1 billion, admissions became vastly more selective, and
GW's student population grew
exponentially.

CRIME LOG
Harassment
1/8/10 - Marvin Center
Ground Floor - 4:58
p.m. - Case Closed
University Police Department officers received
a report that a student
cursed at a Marvin Center service member in
another language while
he was waiting in line
at Colonial Central. The
service member understood what he said and
took offense.
Referred to SJS
Hit and run
1/9/10 - 500 Block of
22nd Street - Time unknown - Case closed
A student reported to
UPD that her vehicle had
been damaged overnight in what she suspected was a hit and run
incident.
No suspects or
witnesses
Malicious Burning
12/18/09 - 2100 F
Street - 2:41 a.m. Case closed
UPD responded to a report of a bottle of hand sanatizer on fire in the street
between two parked cars.
D.C. Fire and Emergency
Services was called to
extinguish it.
No identifiable subjects
Robbery/Pick
Pocket
12/19/09-U Street
Metro Station- 1:00
p.m. - Case closed

bag fee
from p. 1
but said it was natural and
that it would take time for residents to get used to.
“It’s a very significant
change for the city and residents,” he said.
One D.C. resident, Elizabeth Golden, said she supports the fee.
“Not only is it for a good
cause but it encourages me to
use reusable bags,” Golden
said. “I completely support it.”
Others,
however,
expressed frustration with the
fee.
“Charging 5 cents for a bag
is annoying. Living in D.C. is

GCR
from p. 1
of recommendations to present
to the Columbian College faculty. The committee released a
preliminary report to the faculty at a meeting Dec. 4, said
CCAS Associate Dean Paul
Duff. Duff did not provide the
report upon request.
“A final report with a recommendation for a revised
general education program
will be presented to the faculty
later this semester. We expect
the faculty to vote on the plan
before the end of the semester,”
he said.
In the fall, the committee
decided to focus reform on five
new conceptual areas instead
of the previous seven: global
and cross-cultural perspectives,
oral, written and visual communication skills, critical and
creative thinking, quantitative
and scientific reasoning, and
local and civic engagement.
“From what I have seen, I
think we all have reasons to be
optimistic about the direction
things are going, and I salute
my colleagues on the committee

“There is no question that
the George Washington University has really come into its
own over the past decade,” said
University President Steven
Knapp in an e-mail, emphasizing growth in both the size and
scope of the University.
Applications at GW have
increased from 6,000 to nearly
20,000, said University President Emeritus Stephen Joel Trachtenberg. Knapp added that
this growth allowed the University to grow “larger and more
selective at the same time.”
The endowment broke
through the $1 billion barrier in
2007 – and the University’s debt
approached the same milestone
in the spring of 2009. While
many universities saw their
endowments decline by 30 percent or more as the economic
recession hit, GW’s endowment
sustained lighter blows because
the University relies less heavily on its endowment than other
universities, its operations were
largely unaffected.

A student reported that
a male individual took
her purse outside of the
U Street Metro Station.
Referred to Metropolitan
Police Department
Theft II
1/08/10 - Stockton
Hall - Time unknown Case closed
A student reported to
UPD that he left his
computer charger in a
classroom one night,
and it was missing the
next day.
No suspects or witnesses.
Threats
1/08/10 - Off Campus - 9:08 a.m. - Case
closed
UPD responded to a
report of an individual
making a threatening
comment regarding the
Medical Faculty Associates pharmacy staff to
his insurance provider
because his prescription
could not be filled. MPD
was notified.
Off-campus incident
Unlawful Entry
1/08/10-Rice Hall12:05 p.m. - Case
closed
UPD officers observed
a previously barred individual in the building.
The subject was arrested by UPD and sent to
the MPD Second District
station for processing.
Closed by arrest
– Compiled by
T.C. Flowers
already expensive and even
though it’s 5 cents, it adds up.”
said Jason Calabretta, a freshman.
Freshman Noah Gardy
also disapproved of the fee,
calling it a “cheap tax on poorer people who shop at places
like 7-Eleven, where they predominantly use plastic bags.”
As the new year began,
some retailers catered to those
who opposed the fee by handing out free reusable bags to
consumers all over the District. Trader Joe’s, for example,
offers a complimentary reusable bag with each purchase.
“We always have encouraged customers to use their
own bags even before the
fee,” said one Trader Joe’s
employee. u
who have been working on this
for several months now,” professor David McAleavey said.
Interviewed
incoming
freshmen in the class of 2014
had mixed reactions to the
delays, but say they have no
choice but to accept the old curriculum.
Kelsey Johnston, a CCASbound student in the class of
2014, said she was angry at the
delays but still excited for GW
in the fall.
“I’m mad that this change
was delayed and think that
it’s ridiculous that the changes
won’t be implemented,” she
said. “It will, however, just be
something I will have to deal
with and it doesn’t change my
excitement to attend the University in the fall.”
Marissa Martin, another admitted CCAS student,
doesn’t mind having to take
extra courses because “you get
to expose yourself to new and
different things,” which she
sees as an advantage.
In the past, the Columbian College has reviewed the
curriculum, but no significant
changes have been made to the
current general requirements
since 1988. u

Robert Chernak, senior vice
president for Student and Academic Support Services, said a
majority of the buildings students use on a daily basis were
built in the past decade, including the School of Media and
Public Affairs, the Elliott School
of International Affairs, Duques
Hall, Ivory Tower, Potomac
Hall, and South Hall.
Knapp said that with the
strides made over the past 10
years, GW now has the momentum to reach its full potential as one of the top universities
in the country.
“To achieve the full stature
that is now within its reach, GW
must and will become more
visibly active in the discovery
of new knowledge, whether in
public policy, science and technology, or the arts and humanities,” Knapp said.
But the past 10 years have
also brought controversy to the
University.
When the Board of Trustees
announced in 2007 that the in-

coming freshman class would
be the first in history to pay
more than $50,000 in tuition
and fees, the University received criticism from educators
across the country.
The massive physical
growth the University experienced over the last decade also
saddled GW with just under $1
billion in debt – not to mention
some criticism from its Foggy
Bottom neighbors. The University’s high level of debt means

"We had a great decade,
by any and all measures. I
hope we can do it again."
Stephen Joel
trachtenberg
University President
Emeritus

it is more dependent on tuition
dollars to fund operating costs.
Knapp said, however, that
affordability is one of the major
goals the University hopes to
work toward over the next decade – a goal he said can only be
reached by drastically increasing the amount of money raised
by the Office of Development.
“As we pursue these goals,
we must also ensure that qualified students, regardless of their
financial resources, can take full
advantage of a George Washington education,” Knapp said.
He added that the University has set goals to quadruple
the amount of fundraising for
undergraduate and student aid
from its previous level in 2008.
“If we succeed, we will
guarantee that, for the next 10
years and beyond, GW will remain an affordable choice for
the talented and committed
students we are now attracting,” Knapp said.
Patricia Danver, a spokeswoman from the Development

Office, said GW’s fundraising
capabilities have grown over
the past decade. In the fiscal
year 2009, the University raised
more than $84 million, the largest amount in GW history.
“As for the coming decade,
we’ll keep doing what we do
– informing and engaging the
GW community, championing
the stellar work of our faculty
and staff, and stewarding the
gifts that make so much possible at The George Washington University,” she said, emphasizing the importance of
maintaining relationships with
alumni in order to solicit gifts in
the future.
Trachtenberg, who can
be credited with much of the
growth in the past 10 years, said
GW became a “national and international” player in the field
of higher education over the
past decade.
“We had a great decade,
by any and all measures,” Trachtenberg said. “I hope we can
do it again.” u
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Study: exercise regimens
Govt. simplifies aid form
to
FACTFILE
are harder to keep for obese Changes
FAFSA are
20 million
Report cites
'issues with being
uncomfortable'

technology-based
by Madeleine O'Connor
Hatchet Staff Writer

by Michelle Bradbury
Hatchet Staff Writer
While the Lerner Health
and Wellness Center is bustling with increased traffic
from students with fresh New
Year’s resolutions, a new University Medical Center study
shows those who most need a
fitness regimen have a harder
time adhering to it.
Obese people and others
who are not fit have a difficult time keeping to their exercise regimens at the gym,
though not because they do
not recognize the importance
of exercise to fitness, according to exercise science professor Wayne Miller’s study.
Instead, the lack of exercise
stems from a low level of
comfort, according to the
study, which was published
in the “Journal of Nutrition,
Education and Behavior.”
“It’s not all body image
issues. It’s issues with being
uncomfortable; uncomfortable with exercising in front of
people who are more fit; with
exercising in front of people
of the opposite sex; with the
equipment,” Miller said.
The study showed that
those who were overweight
or obese often ranked exercise as more important to a
healthy lifestyle than others
who were already fit.
“The research shows that
they have issues centering
around negative emotions,”
Miller said about why obese
people have a harder time
keeping resolutions to go to
the gym despite their knowledge of the importance of exercise.
Miller’s study also came
to the conclusion that collegeaged students were less susceptible to the lack of comfort
and negative emotions associated with the gym environment.
Lerner’s Associate Director of Fitness and Wellness

Michelle rattinger | assistant photo editor

Exercise science professor Wayne Miller released a study indicating
obese individuals may be uncomfortable exercising in front of others.
Erin Maguire said the building has already seen an increase in the number of gymgoers.
“It’s crazy in here. I personally oversee group fitness
classes and they’re packed. It
always is at the beginning of
any semester, but more so in
January than in September,”
Maguire said.
Maguire said that in the
beginning of January last
year, class sizes averaged 23.9
people per class for the first
four weeks of the semester,
excluding the very first week
when classes were free and
numbers were excessively
high. There was a noticeable
drop between the fourth and
fifth weeks and the next four
weeks averaged 19.6 people
per class. After spring break,
class sizes averaged 16.6 people per class.

“People come to the
classes because they feel
more comfortable than in
the weight room. A lot of
girls take the muscle pump
classes because they feel
more comfortable with the
environment and there’s an
instructor showing them
how. And they feel less silly
lifting smaller weights than
they do next to the big guys
lifting weights downstairs,”
Maguire said.
Maguire said the key
to success in keeping New
Year’s resolutions to go to the
gym is either doing it with
a friend or signing up for a
class and putting it into the
person’s schedule.
Maguire said students
who are less than comfortable
exercising in front of others
should avoid the gym from 4
to 8 p.m., its busiest hours. u

College applicants and
families who are applying for
federal financial assistance
for the 2010-2011 academic
year will use a revised FAFSA
form, designed to give more
students access to a college
education by simplifying the
application process.
Secretary of Education
Arne Duncan said at a press
conference Jan. 5 that students gave up filing the former FAFSA because it was
too complicated, and that
debate over how to simplify
the form had been going on
for two decades.
Although 20 million students fill out the FAFSA annually, an estimated 1.5 million low-income students
do not apply for federal
aid despite being eligible,
according to a USA Today
report.
While promoting the
revised form at Banneker
Senior High school near
Howard University, Duncan
said, “The FAFSA form is no
longer an impediment for

students going to college.”
But GW’s Director of
Student Financial Assistance Daniel Small questioned if the forms are oversimplified.
“We want to be sure we
are fair and consistent in
determining each student’s
eligibility for financial assistance and at this point
wonder if the streamlined
forms will give a good overview of an applicant’s financial status,” Small said
in an e-mail.
Small does not expect a
significant increase in financial aid applicants to result
from the revised form.
“The hope is with fewer
questions it will encourage
students and parents to follow through with the application. Students who have a
financial concern about enrolling at GW will take the
necessary steps,” he said in
an e-mail.
The changes to the FAFSA, used to predict a family’s
annual tuition contribution
and eligibility for need-based
aid, are largely technologybased. The new application
omits questions that do not
apply to certain students
based on their answers to
preceding questions. In the
past, the online FAFSA consisted of 29 screens, some of
which were not applicable to
each student but had to be

The number of students
who fill out the FAFSA
annually

1.5 million

The number of low-income
students who are eligible
for, but do not apply for
federal aid
Source: USA Today

navigated anyway, according
to USA Today.
Later this month, the
new online form will feature tax data importation,
so that families do not have
to retype information that
they have already submitted to the IRS.
Ninety percent of students who fill out the FAFSA
do so online, according to
USA Today. Other updates
include color-coded student
and parent sections, an accessible help section, and
links to more information
on their schools of interest.
Congress is also considering a proposal to omit
more questions, allowing
families to apply for aid using only information they
provide on tax returns. u

Faculty questions buyout
Professors have
until Jan. 29 to
accept SEAS offer
by lauren french
Assistant News Editor
Professors from all disciplines are urging senior administrators and the School of Engineering and Applied Science
to put teaching first, after the
University announced it is offering buyouts to 39 professors
in SEAS.
In an interview in December, SEAS Dean David Dolling
said the school is gearing up
to hire new faculty to replace
those who may accept the buyout. Dolling said SEAS would
be hiring 14 new “top-tier” professors who are research active
in the coming year.
Some professors interviewed said they are worried
the buyout will make SEAS
too research-oriented, and that
teaching will fall by the wayside.
“Education and research
are not the same things at all.
What makes me a good professor is that first I am a good
teacher,” engineering professor
Peter Boch said. “I know how to
get up in front of the classroom,
engage students and make a
point.”
He added, “What we need
now is good teaching profs, not
good research profs.”
Boch – who was not offered
the buyout because he is not a
tenured faculty member – came
to GW 40 years ago but declined to be put on tenure-track
because he feels the practice of
tenure is not “ethically sound,”
he said.
Other professors in SEAS
and the Columbian College of
Arts and Sciences echoed Boch’s
sentiments about needing good
teachers for undergraduates.
“The trouble with buyout
plans of this kind is that is appeals more to the really good

teachers who take the buyout
and then go to a really good
job elsewhere,” professor Rhys
Price Jones said.
Price Jones said he is not
against research – he himself is
a researcher working with vaccines in genomic data, among
other projects – but said he
wants professors who can teach
and research.
“One thing I would like
to see more of at GW is the involvement of undergraduates
in research,” Price Jones said.
“So if you can bring in some
very good researchers who can
inspire their students, it can
make for a very lively academic
environment.”
Many professors who were
offered the buyout told The
Hatchet they had yet to make
a decision, saying they had personal, career and financial considerations to weigh before the
Jan. 29 deadline.

"Education and
research are not the
same things at all."
Peter Boch
Professor of Engineering
In an interview on Friday,
Lehman said it has not been decided if the University will offer
buyout packages to other faculty in the sciences, as administrators are waiting to see the
response from this buyout.
Professors in other sciences,
who may be offered buyouts
but are being encouraged to
research more, said they are not
against a buyout but want it to
be done in a way that benefits
GW, students and the faculty.
“I wouldn’t want to see it
done in a big sweeping way, the
way it is being done in SEAS.
It would have to be done in a
careful way,” said James Clark,

a biology professor. “They are
doing this because it is getting
them where they want to go in
terms of research. If you want to
be a big research university then
you bring in a bunch of young
people to do research.”
According to professors
who received the buyout letter, the University’s increasing
focus on research was named
as a reason for the buyout program.
“This program is being instituted in anticipation of the
ongoing academic evolution of
The George Washington University as a major research university, in which the faculty will
be expected to have significantly enhanced, externally funded
research activity,” Dolling said.
Professor Nicholas Kyriakopoulos said he does not believe research is the real reason
behind the buyout.
“They are trying to get rid
of the senior faculty to bring
in newer faculty who get paid
less,” Kyriakopoulos said.
He added that research is
just “the marketing line from
the administration.”
Students in the school have
varied reactions to the buyout,
with many saying it is high
time for some new blood in the
school, while others are worried
about losing longstanding professors.
“I feel as though it also
opens an opportunity for the
SEAS school to diversify, as every person is different, the new
professors I’m sure will have
other ways of teaching or viewing things in comparison to the
ones which leave for research,”
sophomore Noel Behailu said.
“It will be a benefit for both
professors and students since
students get to learn from new
professors with new goals, as
teachers which are leaving go
out into the world with their
own goals.”
The 39 faculty members
offered the package comprise
about half of the 83 full-time
faculty in the school, according
to data from the Office of Institutional Research’s Web site. u
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Check this
out...

Bust out the sweat bands
for Right Round, an '80s
dance party Jan. 16 at the
Black Cat.

Student artists see red

Art department exhibit focuses on the most passionate color in the spectrum
by Kendra Poole
Hatchet Reporter
What does the color red
mean? Is it a symbol of love, lust,
danger, hate? This was the interpretative task undertaken by the
students who submitted artwork
to GW’s fine arts gallery, Smith
Hall 102, and its most recent exhibition, “~700-635nm: A monochromatic exploration of red’s
wavelength.”
The show’s title is the wavelength measurements of the color
red, according to exhibit coordinator Sarah Allison, a first-year
student in the University’s MFA
program.
“We wanted to study red’s
wavelength and create works
based on that interpretation,” she
said. “The idea is that we really
just wanted to fill the entire space
with color.”
Undergraduate and graduate
students from GW and other local universities were invited to
submit their artwork to the juried exhibition, and explore their
own ideas about the color red
and all it represents. Allison said
artists considered questions such
as, “What’s the dialogue of red?”
and “What emotions are drawn
out by the color red?” in creating
their art.
Exhibiting artist Chanan Delivuk, who helped with outreach,
publicity and hanging the show,
said the exhibit “is not necessarily 100 percent about color.”
“I think you can interpret it
however you’d like,” Delivuk
said. “I think if you walk around,
you’ll see a lot of different versions of how people feel, of what
red means to them.”
Jacqueline Levine, another
exhibiting artist, described the
show as “highly experimental.”
“People really didn’t hold
back when it came to interpreting the idea for the theme of the
show,” she said.
Levine’s piece, a large painting of the word “fuck,” was inspired, she said, by erotic sex
shops.
“I really wanted to be cheeky

Ashley Lynn-Goldstein | hatchet Photographer

Master's of Fine Arts student Sarah Allison helped to organize the show, which
explores various interpretations of the color red.

"People really didn’t hold
back when it came to
interpreting the idea for
the theme of the show."
Jacqueline Levine
Exhibiting Artist
with the idea of what ‘fuck’
means,” she said. “Because ‘fuck’
can be so harsh, but at the same
time it can be so gentle and it can
also be very cheeky and fetish-y
as well.”
The show was juried by Steven Pearson, a painter and associate professor at McDaniel
College, and by Ibrahim Benoh,
a painter and a professor at
GW. Benoh said he and Pearson
judged each piece on how the artist incorporated the theme, the
work’s meaning and how each
piece worked with the rest of the
show.

“It wasn’t an issue of whether
we like this piece or not, but how
this piece can work for this exhibition,” he said, adding, “The
color red has many meanings.”
The exhibition features approximately 15 pieces by both
GW and American University
students. First place, best of show,
was awarded to GW student Batool Al-Shomrani for her installation of red lights in the gallery,
which Allison said brightens the
room and makes it “pop” to passersby. Second place was awarded
to GW student Sarah Koss, and
third place was awarded to GW
MFA candidate Katherine Sifers.
Al-Shomrani wanted to create “a sensory experience of the
color red” with her piece. Levine
said of Al-Shomrani’s work, “The
installation... helps to navigate
the viewer through the end of the
hallway and navigate around the
rest of the exhibit.”
The exhibit will host a closing reception Jan. 14, from 5-7
p.m. There will be a variety of
red food and drink, and master's
of fine arts candidate Evan Hume
and his band The Vermilions will
perform.u

It’s 2010 – a new year, a
new decade and a brand new
season of great concerts coming to the District. From promising local groups to well-established bands returning to
their hometown, we’re sure
you’ll find something worth
seeing.

February

January

Tegan and Sara
Feb. 17
Warner Theatre

He’s worked with a lot of
high-profile artists, but Timbaland can definitely put on a
show solo. Tickets are $35.

sound, but their concerts
are marked by surreal light
shows and elaborately crafted improvisation. Tickets
start at $10.

Bon Jovi
March 29
Verizon Center

These Canadian rockers –
and twins – are a cross between
The Yeah Yeah Yeahs and Regina Spektor. Tickets are $35.

Jersey boy Bon Jovi released his latest album,
“The Circle,” in late 2009.
Tickets start at $49.50.

April

John Mayer
Feb. 20
Verizon Center

Guys, if you forget Valentine’s Day... well, a John
Mayer concert won’t entirely
make up for it, but it might
help. Tickets start at $42.50.

We Are Scientists
Jan. 21
Black Cat

This New York-based indie rock band has recently
ventured into comedy; they
performed in an episode of
“Lil’ MTV,” a late-night comedy shorts program. Tickets
are $15 in advance, $17 at the
door.

Black Eyed Peas
Feb. 23
Verizon Center

Their E.N.D. (“Energy
Never Dies”) tour is supposed to be one of the highlights of the 2010 concert circuit. Tickets start at $49.50.

Rodrigo y Gabriela
Feb. 28
9:30 Club

This Mexican guitar duo
performs well live with dynamic, eloquent pieces that
have flamenco-style overtones. Tickets are $35.

Norah Jones
April 2
Warner Theatre

“The Fall,” Jones’ latest
album, is a departure from
her standard low-key jazz,
but a slightly edgier pop
sound suits her and will
sound great live. Tickets are
$62.

March
Thievery Corporation
Jan. 24
9:30 Club

Although this group has
gone far with its blend of acid
jazz and world music, Thievery Corporation got its start
in D.C. Grab tickets for their
Sunday night show – it’s the
only one out of five that has
not yet sold out. Tickets are
$40.

Meow vs. Meow
Jan. 27
DC9

This local band offers a
solid set of bare-boned, energetic indie rock. Tickets are
$8.

Jay-Z
March 3
Verizon Center

A possible guest appearance by Alicia Keys may be
reason enough to see the
rapper in concert. Tickets
start at $62.

Air
March 17
9:30 Club

French group Air has
a sophisticated electronic

Vampire Weekend
April 3
D.A.R. Constitution Hall

With their sophomore
album, “Contra,” being
released this month, this
group has already sold out
in D.C. Check Craigslist for
tickets.

Ted Leo and the
Pharmacists
April 8
9:30 Club

Their latest effort, 2010’s
“Brutalist Bricks,” perfects
their brand of bouncy punkindie rock. Tickets are $15.

–Compiled by Caroline Coppel

British indie rock band The
Cribs is scheduled to perform
at the 9:30 Club Jan. 19. Tickets
are $20.

QuickTakes...
Our aspiring film critics take a look
at two very different films
“The Young Victoria”

“Nine”

The young Victoria, it seems, is
quite a different person from the old
Victoria. Still uncomfortable in her
new role as queen, the Victoria of
Jean-Marc Vallée’s film is more princess than sovereign: frightened, foolish, confused, stubborn, and too easily charmed. And although young
Victoria fills the part of this “damselin-distress” quite comfortably, it is a
chapter of her life that makes a better
romance than biopic.
“The Young Victoria,” though,
still seems to have two souls; the
film fails to make a successful marriage between a very accurate biography and a highly theoretical (and
somewhat fictionalized) love story
between Victoria and her husband,
Albert.
It would have been better to
have focused on the latter. Young
Queen Victoria was a very romantic
figure and her love story is a fine one
to tell. The audience witnesses the
new monarch’s coming-of-age as she
learns that her newfound freedom
and independence - denied in childhood - will not be threatened by her
"true love."
Unfortunately, “The Young Victoria” tries to tell more, and the plot
unfolds awkwardly. At times, it
seems that the movie-makers were
unsure exactly which chapter of Victoria’s life they were trying to show:
it is never made quite clear where
young Victoria begins or ends. They
have added excess to what could
have been a very simple love story,
and the film feels rather long as a result.
Though the film leaves much to
want, “The Young Victoria” is a successful period piece; it is clear that no
expense was spared in portraying
the grandeur and pomp of the Victorian era.
“The Young Victoria” is recommended to moviegoers who enjoyed
“Pride and Prejudice,” “The Queen”
and “The Madness of King George.”

The
latest
musicalturned-movie, "Nine," which
chronicles the life and women of film director Guido
Contini, looked too good to
be true: With its stellar cast,
esteemed director (Rob Marshall, of “Chicago” fame) and
surreal footage of the Italian
Rivera, it seemed viewers
would be left with little to be
desired. But, alas, there were
plenty of reasons to be disappointed with "Nine."
Top of the list: the morose
music. It would have been
nice to have more poppy
numbers in the vein of Oscarnominated Kate Hudson's
“Cinema Italiano,” which
was visibly inspired by the
go-go dancing of the sixties.
In addition, the movie
could have benefited from
syncing all the actors’ Italian accents. While the diversity of the cast is one of the
most interesting facets of the
film, consistency among the
faux-Italian accents would
have enhanced the movie’s
authenticity.
More
significantly,
“Nine” was, to put it bluntly,
uninteresting. Each woman
brought something unique
to Contini’s life, but all of
them – his wife and his mistress, his Italian mamma and
his artistic muse – simply coexisted in his life with very
little competition. Subsequently, the movie is anticlimactic.
Still, this movie may suit
those who truly enjoy musicals, no matter how dark or
boring they may be.
"Nine" is recommended
to moviegoers who enjoyed
“Chicago” and “Mamma
Mia.”

Landmark E Street Cinema
(Romance, Biography; PG)

Start dancing: Concert
calendar for Spring 2010

Timbaland
Jan. 16
9:30 Club

Catch a sneak peak
of the Shakespeare
Theatre Company's new
season Jan. 17.

H

–Joshua Hock

AMC Loews Georgetown
(Musical; PG-13)

–Emily Katz
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web sites
from p. 1
network and "Texts From
Last Night - GWU Edition"
is a completely public group,
opening up the door for administrators and potential
students to view the posts.
Libby said she had
thought about the possibility of teachers and administrators reading the Facebook
group and thus put in place
measures to keep the posts
reasonable, banning any
messages that could be considered a “hate crime.”
“Everything on Facebook can be seen by administrators,” Libby said. “If
you want to post something
about what you did that was
ridiculous on Friday night,
I’m not gonna control what
you post. You have to use
your own discretion.”
University spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard said

Degree
from p. 1
The system will also allow administrators to track
student progress by categories like year or major, which
Associate Vice President for
Academic Operations Jeffrey Lenn said will impact
future course offerings.
“I think it’s going to
help schools in the develop-

The GW Hatchet

News
the University does not condone any social networking
groups related to the University, adding that “since
this site has been brought
to our attention, the Office
of General Counsel is taking a look at the use of GW’s
name.”
Sophomore Ramsey Andrawis posted two messages
to the group in December,
where his full name is displayed to the public next to
the messages, “(860): What
are you guys planning to do
today? (215): I think we are
gonna get high and go to the
zoo.”
Andrawis said he is not
worried about students facing sanctions for any of the
messages posted on the site
– which never directly name
those involved in the messages.
“I think it’s funny to look
at a little microcosm of the
campus at night when people have their guard down
and are at their funniest,”

Andrawis said. “You’re not
supposed to assume that the
people involved are the people who wrote the text messages.”
GW law professor Orin
Kerr said students who post
on the public Facebook group
are protected from legal action by their First Amendment rights.
“The key here is that this
is public,” Kerr said. “Are the
police going to arrest these
students? I don’t know.”
Although Kerr didn’t
think GW would try to restrict this particular site, he
said as a private institution
GW has more liberty under
the law to “influence” student behavior.
“The University as a private institution could try to
influence what the students
are doing,” Kerr said. “There
wouldn’t be First Amendment restrictions on them because they are not the government. It seems very unlikely
to me that they would.”

Sophomore
Sally
McGregor, who has browsed
the group’s wall, said the
posts may be shocking to college administrators, but not
to students.
“I could see how an administrator wouldn’t like
how it is portraying the University,” McGregor said. “But
for college students, everyone knows what goes on so
it’s no big deal – I think of it
as more of a fun thing, I don’t
take it that seriously.”
Many of the posts are certainly centered around GW,
with mentions of Gelman
and University Police Department officers, which Libby said helps students relate
to the group.
“I feel like everybody
likes 'texts from last night'
because it reminds them of
a fun time they’ve had or
something they have done or
seen,” Libby said. “I haven’t
seen anything that’s truly
not something that I’ve seen
at GW.” u

ment of their ability to manage course offerings,” Lenn
said. “As they begin to get
a sense of where all of our
students are, they can pull
that up and it will help in
their planning for course offerings."
Student
Association
Vice President Jason Lifton
said the system is needed to
overhaul the advising system and has been a lobbying point for the SA.
“We have continued to

urge the administration that
this is a priority for students
and 100 percent necessary
to help make up for the lack
of an appropriate advising
system,” Lifton said. “We’ll
continue to push for this
upgrade until it is fully operational.”
But the implementation
of the long-awaited system
may yet be in the distant future for Colonials.
A steering committee
of administrators will meet

“soon” to determine a timeline for the implementation
of DegreeWorks and the assistant registrar position to
handle the program will be
posted soon, Amundson said.
“This is not just going
to come overnight,” Lenn
said. “You just don’t turn on
a switch and all the sudden
you have degree audit, we
still have quite a bit of work
to do.”
–Lauren French contributed to
this report.

Would you like to join The Hatchet's layout and design team?
E-mail production@gwhatchet.com

chris gregory | assistant photo editor

Square 54 is owned by the University but will be rented out by Boston
Properties. Above, the construction as seen from the parking garage.

Office space value
on the rise in D.C.
by emily cahn	
Campus News Editor
As property values for
commercial office space are
declining in cities like New
York and San Francisco, the
value for office space in the
District is poised to take the
No. 1 spot as the most expensive in the country.
This comes as both good
and bad news for GW, which
owns and leases out commercial office space in D.C. and
puts the profits toward its $1
billion endowment.
The University made the
choice to lease the Square 54
property – located across the
street from the GW Hospital
– to Boston Properties, a real
estate investment company,
to both develop and lease out.
For 60 years, Boston Properties will control every aspect
of the property in exchange
for a flat ground rent, which
they will pay to the University annually.
Executive Vice President
and Treasurer Lou Katz said
only time will tell for certain
whether or not the decision to
give the Square 54 property
to Boston Properties to build
and lease out could have been
more profitable to the University in the long-run.
“We’ll be able to measure
it over time to see literally if
we were right or not on a financial basis,” Katz said.
Commercial real estate
in the District currently costs
about $42 per square foot, according to a Wall Street Journal report.
Economists say that the
D.C. area has been able to
avoid severe declines in commercial rent because the main

industry in the District is
government, which is one of
the few sectors in the country
to add jobs rather than cut
them.
Katz added, however,
that the decision the University made to not develop the
space on its own was the safest decision to make.
“First and foremost, we
did not want from a University standpoint to take the risk
of developing that large of a
property,” Katz said. “That is
a major risk and it’s not the
business we are in.”
For the time being, Katz
said he is pleased with the decision the University made to
give the space to Boston Properties to deal with.
“On a risk basis, I definitely think we did really well,”
Katz said. “If you think about
it, during a period of time
where many projects stopped,
this project continued to move
forward, and we have been
getting the ground rents on a
regular basis and the project
is moving along well. In fact,
it is a little ahead of schedule,
and that is a major undertaking to do something on that
scale. We would not have
done that ourselves.”
The University does not
manage any of the investment properties it owns; instead, it hires management
firms to deal with leasing out
the space. The management
companies get a piece of the
nearly $62 million in rent the
properties take in, and the
rest goes directly into the endowment.
Properties the University owns include those at
2000 and 2100 Pennsylvania
Ave. u
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Natalie Hatchette, Classified Manager
Phone: (202) 994-7079
Fax: (202) 994-1309
Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com

FOLLOW @HATCHETPROMOS FOR
EXCLUSIVE OFFERS AND
DEALS FROM OUR
ADVERTISERS.

Web: www.gwmarketplace.com

GW Hatchet classifieds are now The GW Marketplace.
Online classfied ads are available FREE to all GW students and faculty.
Non-GW clients pay a small fee for online posting.
Print ads begin at $10 for the first 25 words, and $.30 per word beyond that.
All classifieds should be placed online. If you cannot access the internet, ads may be placed via email, fax or
in person at our office. An extra fee may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa, Mastercard, American Express and Discover, as well as cash and check through our
office.

Student housing
Warm, loving family looking for after-school care for 6 year old girl in exchange for a
private, comfortable apartment complete with bedroom, kitchenette, bathroom and
private entrance in the family's home. Prefer a grad student (education major a plus)
who could start work around 3 pm and finish by 7 pm or earlier most evenings.
Duties would include transportation to and from after school activities (car provided
during work hours), preparing basic meals for the child, and providing a stimulating
environment for a growing mind. The home is located in the Palisades, near Sibley
hospital, on the D6 bus line. Contact: aschers@gunet.georgetown.edu

The New York Times Syndication Sales Corporation
The 500
NewSeventh
York Times
Syndication
Sales
Corporation
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New York,
N.Y.
10018
500For
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New
York, N.Y. 10018
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Call:
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ForRelease
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In brief
Gymnastics to open season
sunday at Smith Center

GW’s gymnastics team is set to
open its season Sunday afternoon at
the Smith Center with the Lindsey Ferris Invitational. The team will feature
seven returning members, including
2009 NCAA regional qualifiers Amanda Murphy and Leslie Delima, who
was also named to the all-conference
team in the all-around and floor exercise last year. The team will feature a
considerable amount of youth, with
five freshmen set to make their Colonial debut this weekend.
The news is not all good for the
Colonials, who will be without redshirt freshman Monique Blount for a
second straight season due to an ACL
injury that will keep her out until next
year. In her place, head coach Margie Foster-Cunningham has tapped
freshmen Kayla Carto and Stephanie Stoicovy for spots on GW’s allaround team.

Karl hobbs show debuts
friday afternoon on masn

Colonials fans will have a new way
to get their men’s basketball fix starting this Friday when The Karl Hobbs
Show debuts at 1 P.M. on the MidAtlantic Sports Network. The weekly
program will be hosted by Ron Harris
and will broadcast live from the ESPN
Zone at 555 12th St. NW. In addition
to live segments with Coach Hobbs,
the show will feature pre-taped, oncampus segments as well as a live appearance by a GW player every week
on the show. The broadcasts will be
open to the public and fans are welcome to attend.

Upcoming Games
Men’s Squash
Yale Round Robin

New Haven, Ct.
Friday-Sunday, all day

Women’s Squash
Yale Round Robin

New Haven, Ct.
Friday-Sunday, all day

Men’s Swimming

Rhode Island Invitational

Kingston, R.I.
Friday and Saturday, all day

Women’s Swimming
Rhode Island Invitational

Kingston, R.I.
Friday and Saturday, all day

Men’s Tennis

at Old Dominion

Norfolk, Va.
Saturday, 10 a.m.

Women’s Basketball
vs. Charlotte

Smith Center
Saturday, 2 p.m.

Women’s Gymnastics
Lindsey Ferris Invitational
Smith Center
Sunday, 1 p.m.

Number crunch

8

The total number of
points by which the
men's basketball team
has lost it's last two
games. GW fell 76-69
to Xavier last Sunday
and lost 65-64 Wednewsday at La Salle
after a last second tip-in fell short.

Last Word
“It's the most frustrating loss of the
year.”
Men's basketball Karl Hobbs on his
team's last-second, 65-64 road loss to
La Salle

H
Hobbs hopes to learn from close losses
Louis Nelson
Contributing Sports Editor
lnelson@gwhatchet.com

Dan Greene
Sports Editor
dgreene@gwhatchet.com

viktors dindzans | photo editor

Senior Damian Hollis blocks a shot in GW's loss at La
Salle Wednesday. Hollis led GW with 17 points, 15 of
which came in the first half, and had 10 rebounds.

by Dan Greene
Sports Editor
PHILADELPHIA—Before this season, taking into account that his roster featured nine underclassmen and two seniors and knowing what
such formulas yield in college basketball, GW
men’s basketball head coach Karl Hobbs encouraged everyone to board his program’s proverbial
train and enjoy its unpredictable journey.
That advice, however, came with a warning.
“Once you get on board the train, when it
makes a stop, don’t try to jump – no, no,” he said
in November. “Stay on the train. No matter what
happens, stay on the train.”
A pair of games such as Wednesday’s 6564 defeat at La Salle and Sunday’s home loss to
Xavier, the second of which GW (11-5, 1-2 Atlantic 10) led by double-digits with less than eight
minutes left, might appear to be such opportunities to abandon ship.
Viktors dindzans | photo editor
After winning nine of 11 games to begin the Sophomore Tony Taylor brings the ball up after a pile-up of players in the Colonials' 65-64 loss at La
year, the Colonials have now lost three of their Salle Wednesday. GW has now lost two straight games.
last five and two straight, with Hobbs calling
Wednesday’s loss the most frustrating so far this
that was blocked on the next in the game, a struggle that
season.
possession and, on multiple Hobbs said took root early.
But in such situations, there are opportunities
occasions, travels, turnovers,
“I thought the tone was set
for his young team to learn, Hobbs said, someand potential rebounds that in the first half,” Hobbs said. “I
from p. 1
thing he hopes begins to happen soon.
bounced off of hands and out thought we had so many open
“I won’t say much because I wanna be very
and each time it was a different of bounds.
looks in the corners and we
specific and that requires... some review of the
guy,” Hobbs said. “It’s not like
“It’s just very hard to just couldn’t get anybody to
tape,” Hobbs said when asked what he would
it’s just one guy so you could win,” Hobbs said, “when you make that shot.”
tell his players after the game. “Because we’re so
just take that one guy out.”
do those things.”
Like in Sunday’s loss to
young, I gotta be very specific and really point
Though GW’s chances
The Colonials were held Xavier, GW held an advantage
out directly what is causing us to do these things.
came in the first half as well afloat through the first half by in the rebounding department
I don’t wanna go in and talk and be premature on
as the second, it is down the an inspired performance from through halftime, but lost that
some things.”
stretch of such close games Hollis, who scored 15 points battle in the second half. This
Next for the Colonials will be a trip to Dayton
that each and every missed oc- before halftime. But like with time the Colonials were outto play a Flyers team that began the season nacasion becomes amplified by his first-half scoring outburst rebounded by an eight-board
tionally ranked before losing to No. 4/4 Villanova
context.
against Xavier the game be- margin after being plus-eight
(AP, ESPN/USA Today) and No. 12/13 Kansas
There was the time the fore, the senior forward was in the statistic in the first half.
State. Dayton’s only other loss came against New
Colonials inbounded the ball not much of a factor in the
“I just think that we lose
Mexico, which fell outside the polls’ top 25 just
under their own basket trail- second half, scoring just once our focus and for some reathis week.
ing by two with just over three on three shots to finish with 17 son we’re just not getting to
The game will likely require a strong effort
minutes left, but let the ball points.
balls,” he said before noting
from this young GW team, which was picked in a
get away and bounce toward
Ware shouldered some of that at times, even when playpreseason media and coaches’ poll to finish 13th
midcourt. That GW was able the load in his stead, scoring ers were in position to grab
in the conference. Dayton was predicted to finish
to corral the loose ball and get 12 of his 16 points in the sec- rebounds, they failed to do so.
first.
it to sophomore Tony Taylor ond half, including the team’s “We’ve gotta find a way to get
To be able to convert Wednesday’s loss into a
in the paint only resulted in final four points.
those guys to hold onto those
possible positive, and perhaps reverse the results
another shortcoming when he
Both players did most of balls.”
of his team’s last two outings, Hobbs said it is first
missed the shot.
their damage in the paint, both
The Colonials will have
a matter of diagnosis and then treatment.
There was also the free evidence and result of GW’s this weekend off before return“I gotta be able to articulate what was going
throw missed by Hermann inability to score from the out- ing to action next Wednesday
on in this game and put it in a very simple form,”
Opoku with just over two side. The Colonials made only at Dayton. The game is schedHobbs said. “And then start to work on it.” u
minutes left, the shot of Ware’s two of 14 three-point attempts uled for 7 p.m. u

bball

Women's basketball loses third in a row
by Louis Nelson
Assistant Sports Editor

The GW women’s basketball
team staggered into its game Tuesday night against Rhode Island
looking for its first conference win
after losing three straight and 11
of its last 12. The Colonials (3-11,
0-2 Atlantic 10) got little sympathy
from the Rams, however, as Rhode
Island jumped on GW early and
never trailed in its 59-51 win.
The game opened poorly for
the Colonials, who allowed the
Rams to open the game on a 12-2
run. GW matched Rhode Island
with a run of its own mid-way
through the first half to close the
Rams’ lead to three with just over
six minutes left in the half. Rhode
Island responded with five straight
points from junior guard Megan
Shoniker that included a threepointer and a pair of free throws
to regrow the Rams’ lead to 26-18
before a GW timeout at the 4:41
mark.
The Colonials closed the gap to
three once more with three and a
half minutes remaining in the first
half, but the Rams answered again,
holding GW scoreless for the rest of
the half to enter halftime with a 3023 lead that Rhode Island protected
for the entire second half, never allowing the Colonials to come closer
than five points.
GW had three players in double
figures. Sophomore Tiana Myers
led the team with 14 points, while
sophomore Sara Mostafa and freshman Shi-Heria Shipp had 12 and 13,
respectively. Rhode Island’s Shoniker led all scorers with 20 points.
Head coach Mike Bozeman
pointed after the game to fatigue
and a short bench as factors in his
team’s inability to close the gap

when it had the chance. Even more
than that, Bozeman said his young
team needs to avoid getting beatdown emotionally by what has

been, up to this point, a difficult
season.
“At this point in time, there’s a
certain level of toughness that has

Anne wernikoff | Staff Photographer

Sophomore Tiana Myers drives to the basket in a game earlier this season. Myers
led the Colonials Tuesday night with 14 points, but GW fell to Rhode Island.

to come from the players, and that’s
the one ingredient I think we’re
missing right now,” Bozeman said.
“You can get used to losing like you
can get used to winning, so that’s
what we’re fighting against right
now.”
The schedule won’t get any
easier for Bozman and GW, either.
After a home date Saturday against
Charlotte, the Colonials will face a
12-win Richmond team on the road
followed by a tough nonconference
match-up against Villanova, a team
that has already beaten three other
Atlantic 10 opponents this season
by a combined 29 points.
“We have to stay as positive as
possible. I can’t have myself or my
coaching staff come to practice and
just scream and yell. No, we’re not
doing that. We’re creating a positive atmosphere, one conducive for
them to be encouraged as opposed
to browbeating them… Anything
that could be said to them, believe
me it’s been said.”
Staying positive, Bozeman said,
has been tough even for him.
“I’m going to tell you, it’s one
of the most challenging situations,
basketball-wise, that I’ve ever been
in,” Bozeman said. “It’s challenging me in ways that it’s causing me
to dig deep into my bag of tricks to
try to motivate. That’s the biggest
thing.”
Bozeman said his team still has
time to save its season.
“It’s too early, it’s real early,”
Bozeman said. “There’s no giving
up in the staff, I just got to make
sure these girls aren’t. They feel bad,
as bad as I feel right now, they feel
like that too. They know that we’re
in this together.”
Next up for GW is Charlotte,
this Saturday at the Smith Center.
Tip-off is set for 2 p.m. u

